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Abstract: The deformation mechanism and texture evolution of AZ31 Mg alloy compressed in three
different directions at room temperature were studied, and the relationship between the two was
compared through experiments and viscoplastic self-consistent (VPSC) modeling. Setting up only
one specific deformation mode was the predominant mechanism by changing the CRSS ratio for the
different deformation modes. The following conclusions were drawn: (1) It was demonstrated that
basal slip causes a slow and continuous deflection of the grain toward the transverse direction (TD).
When the sample is compressed in the extruded direction (ED), prismatic slip leads to grains being
deflected toward the ED in the initial stages of compression, and when the sample is compressed
45◦ to the extrusion direction (45ED) and perpendicular to the extrusion direction (PED), prismatic
<a> slip contributes little to the texture evolution. (2) When the sample is compressed along three
different directions, pyramidal <c+a> slip leads to the grain being deflected toward the normal
direction (ND), and the {10-12} extension twin deflects the grain at a large angle. (3) When only
the {10-11} compression twin is activated, the grain will be deflected in the ND while the sample is
compressed along the ED and 45ED, but when the sample is compressed in the PED, the grains are
concentrated from both sides of the ED to the center.

Keywords: as-extruded AZ31 alloy; mechanical behavior; texture evolution; a single deformation
mechanism

1. Introduction

Magnesium alloys are widely used, due to their low density and high strength, in
transportation, electronic industry, military, and other fields [1–4]. Especially in aerospace,
rail transit, electronic products, biomedical, architectural decoration and other fields, they
have broad application prospects and have become one of the future new material devel-
opment directions. Since magnesium is hexagonal close-packed (HCP), the symmetry is
low, and its independent slip system is lessened at room temperature [5]. It is necessary to
coordinate the plastic deformation of the magnesium alloy in the c-axis direction, so the
magnesium alloy deformation process is more complicated. At the same time, different
deformation mechanisms lead to different texture evolution and strain-hardening behav-
ior [6]. Therefore, studying the relationship between the deformation mechanism, texture
evolution, and mechanical properties of magnesium alloy under uniaxial compression is
conducive to the wide application of magnesium alloy.

The dense hexagonal structure of magnesium alloy leads to less independent slip
system, structural symmetry is low, and twins are polar; as a result, the texture of the base
surface is strong, and the ductility and formability are poor. Therefore, its deformation has
strong anisotropy and tensile–compression asymmetry [7–14].

The VPSC proposed by Lebensohn and Tomé [15] was successfully applied to the large
deformation and texture evolution of large-deformation polycrystalline magnesium under
different deformation conditions [16]. Later, a large number of scholars used VPSC to
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simulate the deformation mechanism and texture evolution of HCP structures. Li et al. [17]
investigated the effects of predeformation on the microstructure and plastic deformation
mechanism of AZ31 magnesium alloy, studied using the VPSC model, indicating that the
weakening of basal texture may play a more important role in improving the mechanical
properties of AZ31 magnesium alloy than the reduction of grain size. Kocks and Meck-
ing [18] observed that strain-hardening rates are different for different deformation modes.
Wang et al. [19] proved the relationship between texture and deformation mode in AZ31
magnesium alloy during uniaxial tension through experiments and VPSC simulation. The
results showed that the general characteristics of flow curves and texture evolutions of
AZ31 alloy during tension can be well explained by the relative activities of deformation
modes. Due to crystallography, orientation has a significant effect on the activation of
twinning and slip systems; therefore, texture can affect the mechanical properties, and the
activated twinning and slip systems are determined by the deformation conditions [20].
A large number of scholars have studied the relationship between the main deformation
mechanism and texture evolution of each deformation stage. However, the contribution
of each deformation mode to the as-extruded AZ31 alloy during compression along three
different directions has not been studied.

This paper mainly studies the extruded AZ31 magnesium alloy by performing three-
way compression experiments on magnesium alloy specimens taken from different initials.
VPSC model simulation is used to predict the micromechanical anisotropy and microstruc-
ture evolution of magnesium alloy under different loading behaviors. The plastic defor-
mation mechanism of magnesium alloy is analyzed from the perspective of microscopic
deformation mechanism, and the microstructure of the sample is characterized by XRD
technology. The influence of different loading directions on the plastic mechanical behavior
and texture evolution of magnesium alloy is demonstrated. Moreover, we highlight the
contribution of each deformation mode to the as-extruded AZ31 alloy during compression
along the ED, 45ED, and PED.

2. Experimental and Constitutive Model
2.1. Experimental Material and Procedures

A commercial hot-extruded AZ31 (Mg–3Al–1Zn–0.3Mn in wt.%) alloy bar with a
diameter of 30 mm was applied to this study. Figure 1 shows a sampling schematic
diagram, cutting an 8 × 8 × 12 mm cuboid from a magnesium alloy extruded bar along the
direction of 0◦, 45◦, and 90◦ from the axis, and compressing the cuboid. The compression
test was performed at room temperature using a WDW-E100D electronic universal testing
machine with a strain rate of 10-3s-1. A Philips PW1820 X-ray diffractometer (XRD) was
employed in macroscopic texture testing with an operating voltage of 40 and 40 mA,
respectively. A LEICA DM 2700 M optical microscope was selected for metallographic
observations. The microstructures of samples were studied using a LEICA DM 2700 M
optical microscope (OM).
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2.2. VPSC Model

The viscoplastic self-consistent (VPSC) model takes into account the interaction be-
tween grains in polycrystals, and supposes that the grains are ellipsoids entrained in an
infinitely large homogeneous medium [20]. The model uses the following rate-dependent
continuous constitutive model [21,22] equation:

εij(x) = ∑s ms
ijγ

s(x) = γ0 ∑s ms
ij

{
ms

klσkl(x)
τs

}n

= Mijklσkl(x) (1)

In the equation, εij(x) and σkl(x) represent the strain tensor and stress tensor, respec-

tively, and s represents the various deformation mechanisms. ms
ij = 1

2

(
ns

i bs
j + ns

j b
s
i

)
is

a Schmid symmetric tensor. ns is the standard for slip or twin systems, while b
s

is the
Burges vector.

This paper uses the Voce hardening parameter model, and
.
τ

α
c is the CRSS value of the

slip or twin system [23]. Specifically, it is expressed as

.
τ

α
c = d

τ̂α

dΓ ∑β
hαβ .

γ
β (2)

The Γ is the accumulated shear strain in the grain and hαβ is a potential hardening
coupling factor, explaining the blocking effect of slip or twin β during the α activity of the
slip or twin system. The critical stress τ̂α is [22,23]:

τ̂α = τα
0 + (τα

1 + hα
1 Γ)

[
1 − exp

(
−

hα
0

τα
1

)]
(3)

.
τ

α
c = d

τα
0 +

(
τα

1 + hα
1 Γ
)[

1 − exp
(
− hα

0
τα

1

)]
dΓ ∑β

hαβ .
γ

β (4)

where τα
0 and τα

1 are the initial CRSS value and steady-state CRSS value force of the slip
system α, respectively. hα

0 and hα
1 represent the initial hardening rate and progressive

hardening rate of the slip system α, respectively.
The VPSC model can consider both slip and twin deformation mechanisms [24]. In

this study, the influence of twins on grain orientation changes during plastic deformation is
analyzed by predominant twinning reorientation (PRT). The twin fraction Vt,g of the twin
system t in grain g can be calculated using the following equation [20,22,24,25]:

Vt,g = γt,g/St (5)

where Vt,g and St are the critical shear strain and characteristic shear strain of twin t,
respectively. Then, we superimpose the twin scores of all twin systems to obtain the total
twin score, Vacc,mode:

Vth,mode = Ath1 + Ath2 Ve f f ,mode

Vacc,mode (6)

After each incremental step, the twin with the highest cumulative volume fraction is
selected from any of the selected grains. We compare the values of Vacc,mode and Vth,mode. If
Vacc,mode is greater than Vth,mode, the entire grain orientation changes [23]. We repeat this
process until all grains are selected or the finite twin volume fraction is greater than the
cumulative twin volume fraction.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Flow Curves

In this paper, VPSC was used to simulate the plastic deformation process of magnesium
alloy, considering four slips and two twins, combined with the experimental data of a three-
way compressive stress–strain curve of AZ31 magnesium alloy at room temperature. The
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optimal hardening parameters of the material are obtained by fitting the true stress–strain
curve, as shown in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the result of fitting the real stress–strain curve of
the plastic deformation of extruded AZ31 magnesium alloy at room temperature using the
parameters of Table 1. As shown in the figure, the prediction curve can accurately reflect the
mechanical response characteristics during the three-way compression plastic deformation
of AZ31 magnesium alloy in the extruded state. Among them, the hardening characteristics
of ED compressive stress–strain are presented as obvious S shapes. In the compression
process, when the plastic deformation is less than 3%, the stress–strain curve rises at a
lower hardening rate, while when the deformation exceeds 3%, the strain hardening rate
rises rapidly.

Table 1. Voce hardening parameters inputs for the VPSC modeling (unit: MPa).

Deformation Mode τ0 τ1 θ0 θ1 Ath1 Ath2

Basal <a> 21 18 780 85 - -
Prismatic <a> 50 25 100 0 - -

Pyramidal <c+a> 170 290 500 0 - -
Extension twin 26 0 0 0 0.15 0.8

Contraction twin 205 0 0 50 0.1 0.15
Notes: τ0 initial critical resolved shear stresses; τ1, back-extrapolated critical resolved shear stresses; θ0, initial
hardening rates; θ1, asymptotic hardening rates.
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3.2. Texture Evolution

To further comprehend the mechanical behavior of AZ31 Mg alloy, the texture evo-
lution during uniaxial compression was analyzed in detail. Figure 3 demonstrates the
microstructure and initial pole figure of the as-extruded AZ31 alloy. The microstructure
of the AZ31 alloy is investigated in cross-section, which illustrates the components of
the equiaxed crystals with an average grain size of 6 µm (Figure 3a). Meanwhile, some
elongated grains can also be found in the AZ31 alloy (Figure 3a). Figure 3b shows the
measured initial pole figure. Figure 3c shows the initial pole figure received by the MTEX
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texture analysis toolbox of MATLAB. In MTEX, the grain number was used as the control
variable, and the orientation distribution function (ODF) was discretized to output the
grain orientation data of 2000 grain numbers as the initial grain orientation for the VPSC
model. As shown in Figure 3b,c, the initial texture in the AZ31 alloy presents a typical fiber
texture, i.e., with the basal plane aligned parallel to the ED [26].
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Figure 3. Initial state of AZ31 Mg extruded bar: (a) initial microstructure; (b,c): initial texture.

The experimental and simulated polar figures along the ED, 45ED, and PED compres-
sion process are shown in Figure 4. It can be seen that the simulated polar figures are in
good agreement with the test results, which also shows the reliability of the simulation
results of this study.
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Figure 4. Measured (left) and simulated (right) pole figures of various AZ31 alloys samples under
uniaxial compression.

Figure 5 demonstrates the evolution of the (0002) and (10-10) simulated pole figures
of AZ31 alloys during compression along the ED, 45ED, and PED. Figure 5a–d show the
simulated pole figures during compression along the ED. It can be observed that with
the increase of plastic strain, the c-axis of the grain gradually deflects at a large angle
in a direction almost parallel to the compression axis, and when the plastic deformation
reaches 6%, the {0002} base surface of almost all grains is approximately perpendicular to
the compression direction. Figure 5e–h are pole figures of different deformation amounts
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compressed along the 45ED; the normal direction of the {0002} plane of the grain rotates
slowly and continuously in a direction almost parallel to the direction of force application
during the compression process. Moreover, with the increase of the strain variable, the
orientations of some grains have undergone a large-angle mutation, which is reflected in the
polar diagram, in that the central pole density disappears. Figure 5i–l show the evolution
of the polar figures of magnesium alloy compression along the PED; from the distribution
of polar figures concentration, most of the grains rotate in a continuous gradient, with the
{0002} plane perpendicular to the direction of force application, and the extreme density in
the center decreases the fastest.
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different directions at a strain of 0.02, 0.08, 0.12, and 0.16.

3.3. Effect of Deformation Mechanism on the Flow Behavior

As shown in Figure 6, the relative activities of the deformation mechanisms during
compression in various directions were researched using the VPSC model. As shown
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in Figure 6a, in the early stage of axial compression, most of the grain c-axis is in a
tensile state, and the {10-12} tensile twin critical shear stress (CRSS) is small at room
temperature, resulting in a large number of {10-12} tensile twins being activated. With
the gradual increase of stress, the activity of the base <a> slip begins to increase, and the
pyramidal <c+a> and prismatic <a> slip mechanism are turned on. The {10-12} extension
twin rotation is approximately 86.3◦, resulting in the c-axis of most grains being parallel
to the compression direction, which is conducive to the active of the {10-11} compression
twin. Therefore, in the later stage of compression, the stress accumulated by the plastic
deformation is released and the hardening rate is reduced. Figure 7 shows the longitudinal
microstructures of the as-extruded AZ31 Mg alloy during the uniaxial compression along
the ED. After a strain of 0.02, the presence of convex lens lamellas can be observed clearly
(see Figure 7b), indicating that significant {10-12} extension twinning gradually takes
place [27,28]. Significant thin line lamellas appear when the samples fail under uniaxial
compression (see Figure 7c), which are generally expected to be {10-11} compression twins
or {1011}–{1012} double twins [28,29].
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Figure 7. Optical microscope images of compression along the ED: (a) 0.01, (b) 0.04, and (c) failure.

In the 45ED and PED compression process, due to the preferential orientation of
the grains, the base <a> slip is the dominant deformation mechanism (see Figure 6b,c).
However, for the part of the grain where the c-axis of the grain is almost perpendicular to
the compression direction, the slip system is in a hard orientation and is difficult to activate,
while the c-axis of this part of the grain is in a state of tensile stress, which is conducive to
the activation of the {10-12} extension twin. Under the action of the {10-12} extension twin
mechanism, this part of the grain undergoes a large angle mutation, and the mutated grain
can activate very few deformation mechanisms, resulting in an increase in strain-hardening
rate. At this time, the base <a> slip and {10-12} extension twin form a confrontation in
the rise and fall of the strain-hardening rate in the early stage of compression, resulting
in a relatively flat stress–strain curve (see Figure 1). In addition, a small part of the grain
c-axis is nearly parallel to the compression direction, which is conducive to the activation
of the {10-11} contraction twins, but the CRSS of the {10-11} compression twins is very high,
and the slitting stress has not yet reached its critical value, so it is difficult to active the
compression twin in the early stage of compression. It can be seen in Figure 8 that the
intensity of these convex lens lamellas in the 45ED and PED is lower than those in the
ED sample. The evolutions of longitudinal microstructures of the as-extruded AZ31 alloy
during compression in different directions are consistent with the deformation mechanisms.
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Figure 8. Optical microscope images of compression along the 45ED: (a) 0.01, (b) 0.05, and (c) 0.15;
and the PED: (d) 0.01, (e) 0.05, and (f) 0.11.

Although the simulation provides the dominant deformation modes at each deforma-
tion stage, it does not obviously reveal the contribution of each deformation mode to the
as-extruded AZ31 alloy during compression along three different directions. Therefore,
three groups of simulations (Figure 9) were additionally carried out. In the simulations
of Figure 9a–e, only one specific deformation mode was the predominant mechanism.
This was realized by changing the CRSS ratio for the different deformation modes [30].
In Figure 9f, basal, prismatic slip, and {10-12} twinning were enhanced to a high level to
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compare the effect of {10-11} compression twins. The assigned CRSS ratios are listed in
Table 2.
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Figure 9. The relative activities of slips and twinning and the simulated texture evolution compression
in the ED with (a) basal slip, (b) prismatic slip, (c) pyramidal slip, (d) {1012} twinning, and (e) {1012}
twinning as the predominant deformation mode; (f) basal, prismatic slips, and {10-12} extension
twinning as the predominant deformation mode.
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Table 2. CRSS ratio B: Pr: Py: ET: CT input in the simulations with only one slip or twinning as the
predominant mode.

Predominant Mode CRSS Ratio

a Basal <a> 1:52.5:85:50:102.5
b Prismatic <a> 1:0.11:1.60:1.04:2.05
c Pyramidal <c+a> 1:52.5:8.5:52:102.5
d Extension twin 1:1.05:1.6:0.03:2.05
e Contraction twin 1:1.05:1.6:1.03:0.21
f Basal prismatic extension twin 1:5:80:1.25:10.25

Figure 9 shows the simulated texture with ED compression. In Figure 9a, the basal slip
was the dominant mode. Compared to the simulations in Figure 5, the activation of basal
slip produced a relatively extensive gathering of the polar density toward the ED from the
TD. As the strain increased to 16%, the polar density continued to expand uninterruptedly in
the direction of ED. Therefore, the main function of basal slip is prompting the polar density
to rotate continuously and slowly toward the ED, and when the plastic deformation was
dominated by prismatic slip, as presented in Figure 9b, at the beginning of the deformation,
compared with Figure 5, the polar density was deflected to the ED, but as the strain
increased, there was hardly any deflection in the polar density. This suggests that prismatic
slip contributes little to the rotation of the grain. In Figure 9c, the activation of pyramidal
<c+a> slip deflects the grain toward the ED. With the increase of strain, some grains are
deflected toward the ND.

As shown in Figure 6a, a high activity of the {10-12} extension twin was observed in
the simulation, and when the plastic deformation was dominated by {10-12} extension twin,
as presented in Figure 9d, the grain underwent a large angle deflection and shifted from
TD to ED. With the increase of strain, other deformation mechanisms were also turned
on, and the density center of the polar figure disappeared and was distributed at both
ends of the polar figure. This indicates that {10-12} twinning causes large angles deflection
of the grains. Although a relatively low CRSS for the {10-12} twinning was used in the
simulation, the basal, prismatic slip, and {10-12} extension twinning were activated at the
initial stage. This is because the c-axes of most grains are perpendicular to the compression
direction along ED compression, which facilitates the activation of {10-12} extension twins
in the early stages of deformation. Only a small number of c-axis grains nearly parallel
to the compression direction benefit turn on the {10-11} compression twin. When the
deformation reaches 16%, the grain rotates to the ED, generating a double pole, and a part
of the grain rotates towards the ND. Rotation of the grain towards the ED is the effect of the
basal, prismatic slips, and {10-12} extension twins. This was verified in the simulation of
Figure 9f, in which high activities of basal, prismatic slips, and {10-12} extension twinning
was observed; when the deformation was 0.4, most of the grains were deflected to the3 ED
at a large angle. When the deformation was greater than 0.4, the {10-11} compression twin
was turned on and the grain was deflected toward the ND.

In Figure 10, the relative activities of slips and twinning and the simulated texture
evolution along 45ED compression were showed. Figure 10a,b show basal slip and pris-
matic slip, respectively, which are the dominant deformation mechanisms, where basal slip
causes the grain to rotate slowly toward the ED while prismatic slip contributes relatively
little to the texture evolution. Figure 10c shows that pyramidal <c+a> slip is the dominant
deformation mechanism, and it can be seen from the figure that the polar density hardly
changes; however, with an increase in strain, some of the grains are slowly deflected to-
ward the ND. The {10-12} extension twinning as the dominant deformation mechanism
was observed in Figure 10d; compared to Figure 5, most of the grains are deflected at large
angles. As the strain increases, other deformation mechanisms turn on, and the polar figure
center density disappears. This suggests that the role of {10-12} extension twinning is to
deflect the grain at a large angle. In Figure 10e, the {10-11} compression twin causes the
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grain to tilt from TD to ND, and, as the strain increases, to the ED to produce double peaks
of poles.
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Figure 10. The relative activities of slips and twinning and the simulated texture evolution com-
pression in the ED with (a) basal slip, (b) prismatic slip, (c) pyramidal slip, (d) {1012} twinning, and
(e) {1012} twinning as the predominant deformation mode.

Figure 11 shows the simulated texture with PED compression. In Figure 11a, the basal
slip was the dominant mode; compared to the simulations in Figure 5, the activation of
basal slip produced a relatively extensive gathering of the polar density toward the ED from
the TD. The grain is deflected towards both ends of the ED. The dominant deformation
mechanism in Figure 11b is prismatic slip, which has little effect on the evolution of the
texture compared to the base slip. In Figure 9c, the pyramidal <c+a> slip is the dominant
mode; when the compression amount reaches 14%, most of the grains are deflected toward
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the ND. Figure 10c shows that {10-12} extension twinning is the dominant deformation
mechanism; at the beginning of the deformation, the grain hardly undergoes any deflection.
As the amount of deformation increases, other deformation mechanisms turn on, most of
the grains rotate towards both ends of the ED, and the density of the central pole drops
sharply. This is because when compressed in the PED, the amount of {10-12} extension
twinning turned on is small due to the preferred orientation of the grains. The dominant
deformation mechanism is {10-11} compression twin in Figure 11e; compared to Figure 5,
the grains are concentrated from both sides of the ED to the center.
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Figure 11. The relative activities of slips and twinning and the simulated texture evolution compres-
sion in the ED with (a) basal slip, (b) prismatic slip, (c) pyramidal slip, (d) {10-12} twinning, and
(e) {1012} twinning as the predominant deformation mode.
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4. Conclusions

In the present paper, we studied the effect of relative activity of different deformation
modes on the mechanical behavior and texture evolution of the as-extruded AZ31 alloy
when compressed along different directions. The following conclusions are drawn:

(1) It was demonstrated that basal slip causes a slow and continuous deflection of the
grain toward the transverse direction. When the sample is compressed in the extruded
direction, prismatic slip leads to grains being deflected toward the extruded direction in
the initial stages of compression, and when the sample is compressed in the 45◦ to the
extrusion direction and perpendicular to the extrusion direction, prismatic slip contributes
little to the texture evolution.

(2) When the sample is compressed along three different directions, pyramidal <c+a>
slip leads to the grains being deflected toward the normal direction, and the {10-12} exten-
sion twin deflects the grains at a large angle.

(3) When only the {10-11} compression twin is activated, the grains will be deflected
in the normal direction while the sample is compressed along the extruded direction, 45◦

to the extrusion direction, but when the sample is compressed in the perpendicular to the
extrusion direction, the grains are concentrated from both sides of the extruded direction to
the center.
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